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EXPLODING KITTENS 

Vitals
 

Website 

https://www.explodingkittens.com/  

Social  

● LinkedIn 

● Facebook 

● Twitter 

● YouTube 

● TikTok 

● Instagram 

Founded 

● 2014 

Location 

● Los Angeles, CA 

Strategic Snapshot  

When former Xbox game designer Elan Lee 
and The Oatmeal’s founder Matt Inman 
combined forces in 2014 to collaborate on and 
launch a new board game called Exploding 
Kittens (EK) on Kickstarter, they had little clue 
about what was about to happen.   

They were hoping for $10K. Instead they raised 
almost $9MM from 200+K backers within 30 
days, shattering every Kickstarter record.  

Lee and Inman were both disenchanted with 
the game industry model of continually putting 
more and more screens in front of people – kids 
and adults alike. The duo wanted to replicate 
the kind of experience they had themselves 
growing up and create an entertainment 
company that would inspire people to connect, 
laugh and play fun games in the physical world.  

The company’s growing family of games – led 
by the phenomenal popularity of Exploding 

Kittens – recreates Game Nights for millions of 
people, fostering fun and humorous person-to-
person experiences. 
 

Key Facts & Financials 

Exploding Kittens raised millions more across 
three Kickstarter rounds. The company is also 
backed by TCG Capital, an early minority 
investor that invested again ~three years ago 
forming a strategic partnership to help EK 
expand into a global franchise including 
movies, television, theme parks and more. 
(TCG was instrumental in helping EK secure a 
Netflix movie deal.)  

● High 8-figure revenues projected to cross 
nine-figures early next year with ~30% 
CAGR 

● Profitable since launch, EK’s margins have 
outpaced industry comps and are 
accelerating 

● EK’s high-leverage operating model means 
there are just over 60 FTEs today with slow 
and steady employee growth 

● With huge headroom for expansion in its 
current space, EK is also diversifying into 
digital and other sectors while upping its 
D2C sales channel 

● Ongoing investor/partner discussions will 
fund dramatically accelerated expansion 
and growth 

Position/Title: Chief Commercial Officer (CCO) 

Position Location: Los Angeles 

Reports To: President 

Compensation: Competitive base salary + 
incentive bonus + C-level equity + excellent 
benefits 

mailto:jason@JJAVentureSearch.com
https://www.explodingkittens.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/exploding-kittens/
https://www.facebook.com/explodingkittens/
https://twitter.com/gameofkittens/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkIKoHjJe7zZsPR6NaAmOeQ
https://www.tiktok.com/@explodingkittens/?
https://www.instagram.com/gameofkittens/?hl=en
https://tcg.co/
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Exploding 
Kittens: 
Overview & 
Analysis   
On the surface, Exploding 
Kittens is a simple card game 
where players trick other 
players into “blowing up”. The 
last player left “alive” wins.   

But from this plain premise, a 
vast and ever-expanding 
games empire has, well, exploded to become a beloved phenomenon with a huge and super loyal 
following of fans numbering in the tens of millions. Part of the secret, as the company itself says, is that:  

“We don’t just build entertaining games. We 
build games that make the people you’re playing 

with more entertaining.” 

And while the team running Exploding Kittens has combined creative genius with sharp business 
acumen (mixed with a lot of hard work), it also keeps its tongue planted firmly in cheek at times.  

Here’s the company’s checklist of “Catnip” 
that fuels its innovation and creativity:  

● #1 most backed Kickstarter project of 

all time – outpacing the next closest 

game 2.5x 

● 18 games created to date; aiming to 

introduce 6-8 new games per year that 

are both fun and funny 

● Games appeal to people of all ages 

● “We’re a bunch of artists and game 

designers at heart (we’re just faking 

the business stuff.)” 

● “We’re a creative factory – we bring 

together crazy new ideas combining 

real life, physical games, digital and 

everything in between.” 

● Creators clamor to work with the 

company. Giant retails want the games (even at much higher price points than past industry 

standards). And, as EK adds, “Cats try to avoid our explosive tendencies.” 
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Clearly, however, EK as a company has long 
since moved beyond “faking the business 
stuff.” Check out some of these stats:  

● 18+ SKUs across multiple game 

franchises 

● 15M+ games sold 

● 85% topline growth in 2020 

● Sustainably profitable since 2018 

On the heels of these enviable 
accomplishments, the company is only just 
getting started. It has eight titles slated for 
release in 2021 and 60 more in various 
stages of development. 

It has a Netflix TV series launching, is seeing 
rapid SKU and Doors expansion within U.S. 
retail and aims to replicate that success 
overseas with aggressive international 
expansion envisioned as well. The 

company’s 
expansion into the digital realm is underway, and the EK will be investing 
heavily in growing its DTC channel and presence. 

Currently, only about 3%-5% of company revenues are derived from DTC – 
with about 40% coming from Target by comparison. With greater emphasis 
on DTC, Exploding Kittens aims to eventually derive 15-20% of revenues 
from that channel. 

And there’s a huge added benefit to DTC that plays well into EK’s heavy 
emphasis on community building. While the company has no visibility into 
customer data and demographics of the people who buy its games at 
Target, Walmart, and other retailers, it will be able to generate robust data 
and customer analytics from DTC sales it controls.  

At the same time, EK has fostered extensive relationships with leading brick-
and-mortar as well as digital sales channels.  

Opportunities across other media categories are massive, dwarfing the board and card game sales 
themselves. For example, while the market for board & card games is estimated at $15B, the market for 
film/video is ~$235B; ~$175B for digital games, and ~$290B for licensing and merchandise. The upside 
from pulling all of the potential growth levers EK has available to it are mind boggling. 

Highly Efficient Development & GTM Model 

Exploding Kittens has developed, implemented, and honed a highly efficient operating model that 
allows the company to develop new IP and deliver it to millions of consumers with jaw-dropping 
efficiency, far outpacing industry standards. (Exploding Kittens considers itself an IP company at its 
core.)  

Typically, for example a new animated TV series costs $10-$20M, a new console video $50M+ and a 
new animated film $100M+ for development and production. Development and production costs for 
new EK IP is a mere $100,000 on average. 

Marketing costs track a similar path. $50M for a TV series; $25M for a console video game and $100M 
for an animated film. Exploding Kittens costs? About $400K. And time to market is no different: 1-2 
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years for the TV series, 2-4 years for the video game and 3-5 years for the animated film. EK’s time to 
market average less than one year. This is the very definition of fast and nimble. 

EK’s high-efficiency and high-octane model provides the company with enormous potential upside on 
new games, with limited downside – a highly attractive risk/reward ratio.  

In addition to new product development, the company has a highly 
monetizable library of evergreen IP, and a well-diversified multi-brand IP 
portfolio. The evergreen IP provides annuity-like performance for 
various game franchises. What’s more, revenue for evergreen titles 
continues to grow year after year.  

Games with true franchise potential are carefully nurtured through a 
proven development strategy that includes: 

● Develop big game ideas to start with 

● Promote via marketing and PR along with exclusive retailer 

launch 

● Cross promote with other games 

● Spin-off initial game into expansions and sequels 

● Pursue ancillary media opportunities such as digital games, movies, toys, TV, and collectibles 

Secret Weapon: A Loyal and Tight-Knit Community 

Exploding Kittens has developed a loyal and fast growing following with a passionate player base 
across a range of different game titles. This is a huge differentiator and something no other games 
company can come close to matching.  

The company has attracted such huge crowds at contentions that they were shut down by the local Fire 
Marshal! Exploding Kittens is the most wished for game on Amazon, has an aggregate social following 
of 1.8M, is sold in 25+ languages in 35+ countries and is the top seller in Target and on Amazon every 
month.  
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Key People @ Exploding Kittens  

 

 

Elan Lee, Co-Founder & CEO 

Elan was previously Chief Design Officer for Xbox Entertainment Studios. He also 
founded Fourth Wall Studios, where he served as Chief Designer, and 42 
Entertainment, where he served as VP of Experience Design.  

Fun fact: Former chauffeur for Rodney Dangerfield 

 

 

Matt Inman, Co-Founder & Chief Creative Officer 

Matt is the Eisner Award-winning creator of The Oatmeal, a leading comic and comedy 
site with 1B+ views since inception. He is the author of multiple NYT bestsellers, 
including “How to Tell if Your Cat Is Plotting to Kill You”. 

Fun Fact: Once ate live termites and wound up in the hospital 

 

 

Carly McGinnis, President 

Carly oversees all sales, marketing, product development, production, logistics and 
other matters at Exploding Kittens. She held previous roles at Xbox Entertainment 
Studios and John Fogelman’s FactoryMade Ventures. 

Fun Fact: Went an entire New England winter wearing Umbro shorts and Sambas 

 

 

Zach Schiff-Abrams, Head of Creative Development 

Zach oversees all creative development (game dev + art) at Exploding Kittens. He was 
previously a feature film producer at Michael De Luca Productions and Scott Free 
Productions. 

Fun Fact: Once got into an argument with Richard Dreyfuss about the quality of deli 
meat 

 
Steve Cousineau, Chief Operating Officer 

Steve oversees strategy, business development, finance, and growth initiatives at 
Exploding Kittens. He is currently on secondment from TCG where he serves as a 
Vice President. 

Fun Fact: Steve maintains an uneasy détente with cats everywhere 
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Position Description:  

Chief Commercial Officer (CCO) 

 

Insights About this Role 
 

With 5+ years of operational history and success across all metrics, 
Exploding Kittens (EK) has already flexed its furry muscles as a high-
growth, high-margin, cash flow machine with a LONG and diversified 
runway for continued growth and expansion. 

What EK needs now is a proven BUILDER who can scale, scale and scale some more to make the EK 
machine not just purr but growl across an ever-broadening array of potential growth levels. The CCO 
will know which of those levers to pull, how hard, and when.  

The CCO will report to Carly McGinnis, currently Head of Production, Sales and Logistics. Carly – who 
will be moving up to the President’s role – owns a wide range of responsibilities (as does everyone at 
EK), from eCommerce (DTC), marketing and production, to logistics, product development and others. 
The CCO will take over a number of these responsibilities.  

The CCO must be a world class visionary, true leader of teams and companies, but also highly hands 
on and ready to jump in and take on whatever tasks need taking. This is what everyone at EK does. 
There are no “sit back and tell others what to do” roles – including this one.  

EK saw growth rates soar during COVID. While such 90% growth 
rates aren’t likely sustainable, the company continues to build 
momentum from a secular trend that has consumers returning to 
games and Game Nights as a more attractive alternative to yet 
more screens. This trend contains a major word-of-mouth 
component (something the CCO should understand and foster) that 
will continue to fuel the fire. In short, EK has no plans to slow down 
one iota.  

 

Primary Mandates of the CCO 

● EK’s CCO will be responsible for expanding sales and optimizing the customer journey, 
across the entire North American mass market plan. This will include exploring new potential 
high-value markets such as driving into “Dollar” stores and gauging whether this channel will 
work without devaluing the EK brand, among others.  

● The selected CCO will think creatively about and optimize marketing; bring the big vision and 
the BIG ideas. There’s already a great marketing team in place that can execute; the company 
needs the visionary to lead and propel the effort. This isn’t about shining a spotlight on a big 
shiny brand. It’s about building community and engagement, driving people into retail outlets, 
and attracting them to EK’s evolving ecommerce experience – something the CCO will also own 
and build.  

● A proven ability to set the DTC strategy and execute it against plan. The CCO will control the 
DTC brand story & narrative, and further expand EK’s overall brand reach.  

o The DTC strategy will help EK better understand customer demographics and behaviors, 
and the CCO should be steeped in data and analytics necessary to gather, interpret and 
act on the insights gained from this new DTC-driven data trove to grow customer 
engagement and improve margins. 
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● Own EK’s ecommerce effort – a high-potential but still underdeveloped part of EK’s channel 
mix. The CCO will envision and build a highly differentiated online experience, unique to EK’s 
voice, community focus and curated assortment of games (including possible 3rd party games). 
This effort will include charting the right balance of investment in community, editorial, reviews 
and team across product, engineering, and design.  
 

● EK is highly proficient at talking to existing audiences and doing such things as running ads on 
Amazon (they have smart people who can nail that). What’s missing is someone who can think 
about the potentially huge audiences that EK doesn’t currently have access to and would 
eagerly partner with EK if they only knew it existed.  

o For example, the CCO might identify a new game in the EK pipeline as perfect for Las 
Vegas, and say “I know several people at casinos, let me go talk to them” or “I know an 
influencer with an incredible following who’d be perfect for this, let me see if I can get a 
partnership going.”  

● The CCO should bring an understanding of games (and love of playing them), along with 
knowledge of EK’s key competitors – primarily Cards Against Humanity, and What Do You 
Meme? – and what their secrets to success have been.  

● An ability to recognize, understand and fill what EK’s leadership perceives as a “gap” in its 
process that revolves around fostering customer discovery and helping them take the next step 
to engaging with EK, purchasing other games, etc. What else, for example, might be included in 
the box? The options are infinite, and it’s totally up to EK. By purchasing the game, the 
customer has become part of the EK family. The CCO will devise new ways to draw them in 
deeper and keep them there. Get them to realize that what they just experienced is only the tip 
of the iceberg. 
 

Key and Core Requirements (the Must-Haves) 

● Revenue/Sales Owner & Driver with a record of exceeding plan and steady growth 

● Strategic oversight of Growth/Performance Marketing (ideally in a D2C/eCommerce 
company) 

● Growth to hyper growth experience and muscle memory 

● Startup Veteran: Agile and resourceful with the energy, stamina, and work ethic; unafraid of the 
chaos and ambiguity that are the hallmarks of a startup environment 
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● Builder & Leader: reputation as coach and mentor of highly successful team members with a 
passion for recruiting and developing high performance teams 

● Presence: polished, confident leader who ideally is also charismatic 
 

Highly Desirable Skills and Experience (the Nice-to-Haves) 

● Lead youthful, inexperienced teams without adding multiple layers of middle-management 

● Multi-Function GM (led cross-functional teams) with P&L experience?  

● Partner Marketing & Promotions? EK should be engaged with global consumer brands from 
McDonalds to NASCAR and beyond. Get the Burrito into Taco Bell and the Avocado into the 
Super Bowl Guacamole! 

● Physical Goods and Retail channel experience? 

● Business Development superpower? 

● Digital Media/Entertainment (mobile/social/web, video games, streaming, etc.) experience and 
commercial success? 
 

Personal/Cultural Characteristics 

● Self-starter: Hands-on doer and not just delegator; get s__t done mentality with a bias toward 

action; fearless and independent; able to operate in uncertainty without a lot of direction.  

● Low/No-ego; preference for giving credit, not taking it.  

● Fire and Hunger (something to prove) 

● Ambition, Excitement & Work Ethic: At home on a team of go-getters; driven, high energy, 
with a fire burning to build, deliver for clients and beat the competition. At EK, everyone is 
genuinely excited to come to work, and excited about the people they are working with. Jumping 
in to lend a hand is second nature. These aren’t just co-workers, they’re friends that support one 
another. There is zero tolerance for conflict and inappropriate behavior. 

● Agile operator: Highly organized; able to dynamically react to changing market needs; a knack 
for prioritizing activity, marshaling, and deploying resources, problem-solving, and course 
correcting quickly when a turn gets missed. 

● Entrepreneurial: Nimble and adaptable with an iterative test & learn approach and a figure-it-
out-and-get-it-done mentality; not afraid to take risks, make mistakes quickly and course correct. 

● Player Coach: Nurturing and coaching style; loves to teach, develop, and grow talent so they 
can thrive; brings a reputation for having turned out successful leaders in his/her wake. 

● Great Communicator: Articulate, persuasive presenter with confidence and charisma; a gifted 
listener. 

# # # # #   
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